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Beginner duck hunting gear list

If you're reading this article, it's probably because you're interested in duck hunting, but you don't know about all the gear and accessories you need for a successful hunt. This is a common situation with new duck hunters in general. There are two things you will need for any successful duck hunting trip: the first is to choose a good place where the ducks are actually, and the
second is the right gear. We will focus on the latter in this article. First, we'll delve into the general equipment and accessories that you'll need to accumulate before leaving duck hunting, and then after that, we'll go into the best damping and models of equipment and accessories that you can get for this year. What devices and accessories do you generally need? First of all you
need all the necessary permits and hunting licenses and tags before you have to go duck hunting. Duck hunting is strictly regulated and there are many restrictions and regulations that you will have to follow. It's your responsibility to research what laws and regulations are for your state and area before you go duck hunting. With that said, here are the primary gear and accessories
that you'll need: CALLSThere are various duck hunting calls on the market, and it's advisable to take at least two or three with you on your way. This way, if one doesn't work or doesn't attract ducks, you have backup options. CHEST WADERSGo with chest high broilers that will also keep you dry even when you sit down. Hip waders will work, but they are not as protected as
chest broilers are. DECOYSA A few duck baits that you have set up in the water will be great for attracting real ducks. Of course, the more realistic the bait, the better. Weapons and ammunition You will need a shotgun, preferably in a chamber of either a 20 gauge or 12 gauge, for duck hunting. Time and on, double barrel load pants, semi-automatic, or pump action shotguns will
all work, but most budding duck hunters will go with pump action first. This is why it is that pump action shotguns are relatively inexpensive as opposed to semi-automatics and will feed just about anything you put through them, so there's no need to worry about jamming problems. Make sure you buy steel birdshot shells that are designed specifically for duck fishing or waterfowl.
You don't want to go with shotgun ammo, which is designed for clay pigeon shooting. HUNTING CLOTHESYy have to be very specific about the clothes that you choose for hunting. You need to choose clothes (as well as hunting blinds) that will match your surroundings. Ducks are not as stupid as you might think and can pick up on abnormalities in their environment. That is why
camouflage clothes will be wise, and camouflage, I mean any clothes that will help you blend in (not necessarily military camo garters, or for example). As for the specific clothing items that you will need, create a checklist of the following: BootsHatJacketShirtPantGlovesSocksYou can also wear broilers, as we discussed before, which will help protect you from soaking (which will
rarely be pleasant). OPTIONAL ITEMSThere are many items that would be nice to have on a duck hunting trip, but they are not 100% needed. For example, you may want to set up a hunting blind to help hide yourself, even if it's more than possible to hunt without it. You may also want the game strap to help pull your ducks back, and swamp the rod to help keep the balance
above the swampy and uneven terrain. In addition, if you are going to be on the hunt with someone else, you will need a radio to keep in touch with yourself. Best New Duck Hunting Accessories Now that you know what you need, it's time to get a little more specific. Here are the top new duck hunting accessories that you can buy for this fall hunt: AVIAN-X A-FRAME BLINDVian X
A-Frame Blind is a simplified and fully mobile blind hunt that will make you near invisible in deep swamps and swamps. It has a non-corrosive aluminum frame for excellent durability, and a 600 denier shell to help protect you from wind and rain. Mossy Oak Shadowgrass camouflage work offers excellent camouflage in most duck hunting environments as well. Browning Wicked
Wing JacketThe Browning Wicked Wing Jacket is a fully windproof and waterproof jacket that will keep you dry even in swampy swamps where you'll duck hunting, even if it's pouring rain outside. Other features Wicked Wing comes with include integrated shoulder shooting pads to help absorb the recoil of your shotgun, PrimaLoft insulation, and arming zipper vesiers to help
reduce personal sweating. DAKOTA WHITE FRONT FLOATSThe Dakota White front floats are very realistic looking duck bait that are known for their durability. They have four different head positions, so you can arrange them in different added realism. You can buy them in packs of six at a time; Most hunters recommend having at least twelve baits on the water to make them
more realistic. DICKIES FLANNEL UNDER-THE SHIRTThe Dickies Flannel submit shirt will be a great shirt to wear under your coat and broilers. The reason why it's a great shirt to wear is because it's a very warm and insulating shirt to help you keep you cozy while your outer layer will keep the wind and rain at bay. DUCK COMMANDER PIONEERIf you are looking for a
challenge to use for duck hunting, Duck Commander Pioneer is one of the most popular options available. Based on a proven design from Jase Robertson, it's a great challenge for newcomers and experienced duck hunters alike. LACROSSE SHOES AERO ELITE WADERSThe LaCrosse Shoes Aero Elite Waders are one of the best waders you can buy, and are available in
three different insulation options. They are very comfortable to wear, but they are also quite light, unlike many other duck hunting broilers, which can often be very difficult. Your mobility will also be good in these broilers thanks to the LaCrosse Footwear trademark Fit the design. MOSSBERG 500If you need a reliable duck shotgun, it's hard to beat the Mossberg 500. In continuous
production since the 1960s, the Mossberg 500 is a very simple and durable pump action shotgun that is also very affordable. It features an ambidextrous tang mounted safety and sliding stop release lever located behind the trigger guard for easy comfort. Of course, there are plenty of other quality shotguns that you can go with as well, including the Remington 870 and Winchester
SXP. ConclusionI judge that the equipment you choose to bring with you on a duck hunting trip will have a big impact on the success of your hunt. Fortunately, the above high quality equipment will serve you well for this year and many years. By Burleson Smith, November 29, 2018 - Duck hunters are crazy by all intents and purposes. This means that duck hunting is probably not
the best choice for your good friend's first hunting experience. For that, I might recommend trying out a lackadaisical late summer dove shoot or an afternoon watching a little game. These hunts are social, convenient and low impact. Duck hunting, on the other hand, improves as the weather improves. The cooler, warmer and more lousy the hunter, the higher the likelihood of
success. But don't despair! Seasoned duck hunters know how to prepare for the blind and alleviate the misery that keeps ducks in the air. And as many seasoned duck hunters will say - there's nothing quite like watching a flock quartet set up wings and descend unwiddly into range. What follows are some general suggestions on how best to prepare for the next duck hunt. 1.
Know the weather that you will need for the weather. (Dress for success) While not unique to duck hunting, the weather forecast is perhaps one of the most important information in waterfowler's toolbox. Being unprepared for bad weather has brought an early end to many successful duck hunts, and there are no excuses in today's digital landscape. In the way fishermen fly are
amateur entomologists, duck hunters should be amateur meteorologists. TemperaturesAto northern and western duck hunters will tell you that there is almost no such thing as too cold for ducks. Holding all the other variables consistent, cooler in the morning will always trump a warmer morning. For the hunter, this means one thing: layers. Keep in mind your basic layers, which
are probably more important than your outer layers. Maintaining the microenvironment between you and your clothes is the first step to enjoying your hunting. Merino wool or capie are preferred when choosing the basic layers. Piling on quality fabrics such as those found in Duck Camp's wingshooting shirts (medium weight and heavyweight) will protect your base layer and start
adding protection from the elements. The outer layers come in all shapes and sizes, but most importantly, neither your outer layer nor the base layer should be cotton. Cotton moisture and sweating sweating your cotton base layer or unsuspecting rain that soaks up your cotton outer layer can leave even the most devoted duck hunter in a rather hypothermic cucumber. For more
on cold waterfowl tolerance check out this article from Duck Unlimited's Dr. Mike BrasherWindWind is critical to understanding the way ducks approach feeding the landscape and orientation of your blind, but this is for another post. For the hunter, the wind means the composition of the cold. Wind chills and wind burn can be mitigated by protecting your exposed areas. A good
balaclava and a chunky pair of gloves can really go the distance when it comes to protecting yourself from the biting wind. A good pair of shone glasses can protect your eyes and even better outline the shooting profile of an incoming bird – especially against the dull grey sky. Side benefits include covering the two most seen parts of duck hunters. More often than not an extended
flock saw a face rise staring up or hands moving quickly to grab a shotgun or call. RainA stable drizzle or even regular showers is a welcome sight for avid duck hunters. Moderate precipitation can keep ducks low in the sky, keep them moving and reduce their ability to spot even the most careful hunters. Apparently for the hunter this means rain gear. I personally recommend
avoiding ponchos or budget rain set ups because they tend to be harder to manage and control in the blind, especially with steady winds. Ideally, the outer layer would also protect you from occasional rain. Many hunters prefer onesie or overall access to outer layers. WadersA good pair of duck broilers you can check a few boxes listed above. Duck broilers can serve as a thick
and warm outer layer, but can be cumbersome in situations where you are not required to be in the water to set up bait, get birds or access the blind. When it comes to broilers, storing them in the right way is perhaps the most important maintenance note. Broilers should be stored in a cool, dry place without exposure to the sun. Ideally, they should be stored suspended or loosely
folded to prevent folds or other unnecessary wear. 2. Blind bag. (If you think you might need... Probably will be) duck hunting is not the time to show off your embroidered, hand sewn, Filson bird bags. Like a hunter, your blind bag must survive the elements and more importantly protect what is inside. Also keep in mind that blind bags are without the main obligation of most bird
bags - toting birds! Below are a few items that I wanted to have in my blind bag to enrich my hunt. Needs: ShellsBring's. Help. Keep in mind that most states require a steel shot for waterfowl. There are different sizes of shots that are optimized for different kinds of ducks and geese, so make sure you think of these. License You need one! Be sure to check your state's local Natural
Resources (DNR) for instructions on what you need to be a legal hunter. Keep in mind that the federal duck duck are usually needed on top of a state license and can take several days to arrive at the post office. Don't wait until the last minute! Extragloves, alligators, layers - all this can easily slip out of the pocket to find a resting place at the bottom of the lake. I always recommend
bringing extras. If nothing else, you may be able to save an unprepared colleague from having to call the hunt because of the weather! Flashlight or headlightYy you have to underestimate the value of having a little light on your way to the blind and your search for the perfect bait set. Whether you need to explore the bait spread, you'll find that the next sure step in the swamp or
finding the shells you've just spilled all over the floor blind a little light can go a long way. Handwarmers/ThermosAny's extra heat source is of peak importance, especially during these late season hunts. To avoid cozying up to smoking a barrel include some handwarmers or at least a coffee thermos to keep you warm during lullamia activity. Hands especially need to stay warm to
manipulate the loading and unloading of shells, quickly grabbing the correct call or tending to other basic functions such as attention calling nature. CallsTypes of calls and call strategies among duck hunters are very personal and even difficult topics of conversation. If you could host thanksgiving dinner with duck hunters, calls and calls would replace politics as a divisive
conversation topic. I won't go into calling strategies, but calling a lanyard is an incredibly useful addition to any blind bag. Know the predominant species in your area and have a challenge designed for everyone. Be careful not to overload the call shoelace. Get ready and string shoelaces before each hunt as rustling and busy finding the right call can mimic an overloaded key chain
and it's hard to find what you need at the moment. Optional: Weather RadioIf you're from mobile services (hopefully!) or otherwise concerned by momentary changes in the weather a small hand-held weather radio can inform you about what's coming your way and inform you about whether to stay blind that last late morning flight. Game ToteWaterfowlers prefer game totes to
game bags. Duck tote is an easy way to drag your birds, takes up limited space in a blind bag and sets the stage for some great Instagram photos to boot! The Telescope Good Telescope may add some weight to a blind bag, but I found it incredibly useful for tracking injured birds or keeping an eye on your retriever when it comes back from a long retriever. Binoculars are also fun
to have, so you can enjoy the extra wildlife you'll see from the blind. Walkie talkiesIf hunting with other groups, it is always nice to be able to stay in touch. This way you can trade notes on what other groups are seeing, facilitate boat or travel logistics and make a group decision about when it's time to retire to fire for breakfast. FoodA piece of fruit, granola bar or muffin can You will
keep warm, restore energy that cold weather can so easily mias and lift the spirits of others with whom you might be willing to share! Camera1. Most different types of ducks in North America boast distinctive feathers. 2. Early morning is one of the most beautiful times of the day. 3. Any hunt with friends is a hunt worth remembering. Waterproof bagIf you are taking a wallet, phone
or keys from the blind, it is worth investing in a small dry bag or box of some type. Duck hunting is a wet sport and is not exactly valuable friendly. 3. Baits (Fake ducks give real ducks FOMO) Chances are if you own baits you will hunt so much that most of the information in this post is pretty obvious. But if you're just getting into sports, your bait strategy can do or break the hunt.
Make sure your baits are ready to go and organize in a way that allows easy distribution. There is nothing more frustrating than dealing with a tangle of bait in the middle of the swamp at 5am. Give some time at night before you arrange the bait and make sure you can manage the load. A bait bag can be useful if you have a long walk to the blind in the morning. Duck hunters are,
by all intents and purposes, crazy. But if you are ready to dress appropriately and bring what you need, this may be one of the most rewarding hunting experiences available to a North American hunter. Good luck and shoot straight! Directly!
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